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On October 17, 2016, Success for All was one of thirty proven elementary, secondary, and adult learning programs invited to a What Works Showcase at the White House. The event was a part of President Barack Obama’s “My Brother’s Keeper” initiative. Cofounders Drs. Nancy Madden and Robert Slavin attended the event along with SFAF coach Alex Rodriguez, and school leaders from Patrick Henry Elementary School in Alexandria, Virginia: Ingrid Bynum, principal, Andaiye Cammon, vice principal, and Linda Ricks, SFA facilitator. Fifth-grade students Isaiah Robinson and William Gomez joined as well.

Principal Ingrid Bynum shared her school’s incredible gains on the Virginia Standards of Learning Test, while Isaiah and William explained how SFA had helped them each to become super readers. We are proud that Success for All has been recognized as a program that can help boys and young men of color reach their academic potential.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

• Dave Wilkinson and Michael Smith co-authored a post about the event on the White House blog: https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2016/10/17/join-first-ever-mbk-what-works-showcase

• Or watch the recording on the White House YouTube page: https://youtu.be/loskJxFST3c

• And learn more about the 33 interventions featured at the afternoon showcase: https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/MBK%20Program.pdf

**FOUNDED IN 1987**, the nonprofit Success for All Foundation is dedicated to ensuring that every child, from pre-kindergarten to grade 8, becomes proficient in reading and learning – opening up new doors for a lifetime of achievement. Not only has SFA been proven time and again to help with student reading ability and math performance, it also addresses non-academic concerns, improving behavior, attendance and parental involvement. Please contact us for more information.